JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1A25 - AMERICANA
<01/95>
[u-bit #29015000]
1500-3-4
15:01:06 1) woman in room undressing to petticoats and looking at herself
-15:01:33 in a mirror, tightening corset while wiggling her behind
(1897) [Edison]

(N) Fashion: Pre 1900
[also see complete
version on 1X40
17:38:57-17:40:00]
[also see 1A29
02:39:45-02:41:31]

15:01:37 2) Henry Ford driving with wife Clara in quadra-cycle along road
-15:01:51 covered with snow around Fairlane

(S) Auto: Pre 1910
[also on T.O.6
09:51:04-09:51:14]

15:01:54 3) woman in long dress and hat posing on golf course? next to large
-15:02:04 rock with golf bag and club over her shoulder turning around
and smiling for camera (1898)

(S) Nineties -1[also on 1S21
00:40:49-00:40:56&
00:42:00-00:42:07]

15:02:04
-15:02:23

high society people milling around, possibly at horse race
<2-color b/w flicker>

[also see 2X02
11:29:48-11:29:58]

15:02:23
-15:02:43

men, women and child walking down steps, very short shot of
street scene <2-color b/w flicker>

[also see below
15:07:57-15:08:28]
[also on 2X02
11:29:34-11:29:47]

15:02:45
-15:02:54

young women and girls jumping rope in park with man in white
collar

[also see 2X02
11:54:37-11:54:56]

15:02:54
-15:02:58

LS park scene - people, autos, horse-drawn carriages, trolley
<2-color b/w flicker> <continued on 1N18 - 07:06:04-07:06:32>

15:03:03 4) men and women and dog splashing and playing in water near pier -15:04:08 man doing somersault, women wearing long dress bathing suits,
one woman showing her bare leg, man in boat in background
(ca. 1900)

(S) NYC: Beaches Coney Island
[sound-narration]
[also silent on 1X45
08:10:57-08:11:45]
[also on 1A22-23
01:13:57-01:14:46]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
1A25 -21500-6-1
15:04:12 1) opening day of New York Giants 1905 season - PAN of players
-15:06:57 warming up with crowd watching and decorative banners and
American flags draped over grandstands, players coming onto
field in autos, players walking onto field with sign in outfield
under train runby: “Wilson Whiskey”, banner being raised:
“Giants Championship Base Ball Club - National League - 1904”,
PAN from side armed pitcher warming up past wreath to players
warming up on field, boy wearing suit and tie in foreground and
umpire at home plate <some decomp> <scratches>

(S) Sports: Baseball
Pre 1910
[also on 1B10
16:01:00-16:03:48]

1500-1-11 ?
15:06:59 1) people walking on boardwalk with people on beach
-15:07:22 in background (ca. 1915) <2-color b/w flicker>

(N) Parks: Amusement Coney Island -3-

15:07:28 2) high society people walking near beach? / people walking down
-15:08:39 steps (ca. 1910) / people at dance with men playing fiddle and
accordion <2-color b/w flicker>

(N) Parks: Amusement Coney Island -3[also see middle
section above
15:02:23-15:02:43]

15:08:43 3) well dressed couple driving in open Curved Dashed Oldsmobile
-15:09:08 in front of Model T and other closed autos, many other autos
on road going opposite direction (early 1920s)

(N) Auto: Pre 1915

15:09:12 4) many people riding bicycles
-15:09:24 <middle of frame out of focus>

(S) Bicycles: ca. 1900

15:09:29 5) Indianapolis - autos around track, pit stops, man falling out of
-15:12:45 auto onto race track, crash

(S) Sports: Auto
Racing - ca. 1912
[also see 1X25
19:22:00-19:29:27]
[also see 1A02
01:13:50-01:17:32]

15:12:50 6) LSs buffalo herds running along prairies, men on horses chasing
-15:14:23 herd, silhouette of buffaloes walking up hill

(S) Stampede: Buffalo
[also on 1X48
01:32:49-01:34:22]
[also on 1X61
15:21:31-15:23:04]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
1A25 -315:14:27 7) “Light Camp Fires In Adamless Eden” - Camp Fire Girls from
-15:15:40 Seattle on Trimple Island in Puget sound running down hill to
sound of woman playing bugle, swimming, craft making, in
ceremony around camp fire [Kinograms]
15:15:43 8) crowds around airplanes on ground in Reims, CS pilot in cockpit,
-15:19:07 airplanes taking off, man in crowd with megaphone, crowd
carrying pilot on their shoulders, photographer, airplane being
pulled into hangar (1909)

(N) Organizations:
Camp Fire Girls
[section]
[silent]
(S) Aviation: Airshow

15:19:09 9) workers in cognac factory in France - man swirling cognac in glass,
-15:21:22 tasting it...then spitting it out, machine rotating barrels, machine
filling bottles, man working at bottle corking machine, woman
labeling bottles

(N) Industry: Cognac
Making

15:21:25 10) “In The Finishing Room...”- women workers sewing and
-15:21:47 packing lace

(N) Industry: Lace
ca. 1920

15:21:51 11) machines weaving, washing, bleaching, drying lace
-15:22:42

(N) Industry: Lace
ca. 1920

1500-9-10
15:22:45 1) PAN from crowd on beach with many umbrellas to swimmers in
-15:23:28 ocean

(S) New Jersey:
Atlantic City -2[also on 1A22/23
01:15:29-01:16:12]

15:23:31 2) HA views of many people walking and riding in rolling chairs
-15:25:00 on boardwalk, AERIAL PAN along beach, CSs people in rolling
chairs, people in lounge chairs on balcony looking down at
crowd on boardwalk (1920)

(N) New Jersey:
Atlantic City -2[also on 1A22/23
01:16:16-01:17:46]

15:25:03 3) MS contestants walking in line on boardwalk wearing eccentric
-15:25:14 bathing suits with woman on horse in background (1910s)

(N) Contest: Beauty,
Bathing
[also on 1A22/23
01:17:51-01:18:01]
[also on 1X49
08:10:06-08:10:13]
[also more complete
on 1X93]
[also see 1X71
16:32:17-16:32:40]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
1A25 -415:25:18 4) HA parade with contestants in cars and crowd close by, CU two
-15:25:49 contestants with parasols (1910s)

(N) Contest: Beauty
[also on 1A22/23
01:18:06-01:18:37]

15:25:53 5) woman in street cloths with parasol being photographed on
-15:26:03 beach by man in swimming suit, other men looking on with
pier in background <2-color b/w flicker>

(S) Bathing Beauties -1[also on 1A22/23
01:18:41-01:18:51]

15:26:08 6) woman in bathing suit being splashed by surf, IRIS shots of
-15:27:20 women riding on aquaplanes, women playing leapfrog on beach,
three women with parasols sitting and standing on pier

(N) Gags: Beauty,
Bathing -2[also on 1A22/23
01:18:56-01:19:55]

15:27:22 7) crowd, contestants on floats in Atlantic City parade, long line of
(N) Contests: Beauty
-15:28:40 contestants walking on narrow platform with crowd looking up
[also on 1A22/23
from below, line of contestants posing with sashes over bathing
01:19:58-01:21:16]
suits” “Miss Yonkers”, “Miss Hartford”, “Miss Bridgeport” etc.,
contestants posing, “Miss Philadelphia” standing in bathing suit on
top of tall building with other buildings in background, sea monarch
(DeWolf Hopper) on float leading Miss America parade
(1927) [Kinograms]

15:28:44 8) women and men helping each other exercise on beach
-15:29:32

(S) Gags: Bathing
Beauties
[also on 1A22/23
01:21:20-01:22:07]

15:29:33 9) “Over the Top”, men and women playing leapfrog on beach, one
-15:30:36 woman stumbles and line collapses, woman knocking man over
another woman on beach, man jumping up and down at edge of
water on beach for exercise <scratches>

(N) Gags: Beauty,
Bathing -2[also on 1A22/23
01:22:13-01:23:16]

15:30:41 10) view of auto along highway from bi-plane, CS view of traveling
-15:31:19 auto from bi-plane, man jumping from ladder below flying
bi-plane into moving auto <some scratches>

(N) Stunts: Aviation
-2[also on 1A22/23
01:23:20-01:23:58]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
1A25 -51500-7-10
15:31:20 1) “Independence Day Celebration. - Hollis, L.I.” - parade with many (S) Celebrations:
-15:34:43 people carrying U.S. flags and autos parked on side of road, two
4th of July
policemen riding horses, “Gordan’s Marching Band”, Boy Scouts
[also on 1A27
carrying giant U. S. flag, Boy Scouts pushing bicycles, many
02:06:55-02:10:21]
children carrying U. S. flags, CS boy dressed up as Pancho Villa
[also on 1X01
with lasso around his waist to protect against getting lost, kids
04:06:03-04:09:26]
with numbers on their backs running races in streets with crowds
[also see 1A30
watching, people dancing on outdoor dance floor, band playing,
17:33:00-17:34:35]
marching band of kids in costumes, MCPAN of band members in
[also partially
costumes (1916 of 1917) [William Fox - Jamaica Theatre Review]
on 1A29
02:16:49-02:18:01]
15:34:47 2) CS man holding fluoroscope bulb, x-rays of hand with ring,
-15:35:58 elbow, knee and ankle resulting from being held in front of
fluoroscope, man placing alarm clock in front of machine,
x-ray of moving parts of clock in operation
15:35:59 3) workers holding up bunches of grapes, grapes in cases, workers
-15:36:27 pulling vines onto flatbed truck, workers picking grapes,
horse-drawn wagon (ca. 1915)

(N) Medical: X-Rays
[also on 1A27
02:10:25-02:11:36]
(N) Agriculture:
Vineyards
[also on 1A27
02:11:43-02:12:11]
[also on 1L01
01:06:35-01:07:03]

15:36:29 4) horse-drawn binders cutting grain in field, men stacking bundles
(S) Agriculture:
-15:37:57 of grain into piles with buildings in distance, “Threshing.” Primitive Pre 1915 2PAN across and back of men working on threshing machine with
[also on 1A27
man holding girl’s hand walking by machine and horse-drawn carts
02:12:15-02:13:43]
being driven around machine, men pitching grain from horse-drawn
[also see 1X09
carts onto conveyor belt going into threshing machine, “His Second
13:04:30-13:07:07]
Year Improved Home And Crop.” - two horse-drawn Binders
[also see 1A29
cutting grain around corner next to single two story house with dog
02:56:27-02:59:06]
running along with binders, “After Five Years. The Wealthy Farmer.”
[also on 1X35
(1910)
09:01:02-09:02:30]
15:38:00 5) pedestrians walking with City Hall in background, one man
-15:38:13 blowing smoke from cigarette (pre 1910)

(N) NYC: Street
Scenes (1900-14) #3 on 1" 1N04
[also on 1A27
02:13:46-02:14:01]
[also on 1N04
04:13:18-04:13:32]
[also on 1N07

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
21:20:06-21:20:19]
1A25 -615:38:15 6) smelting process - men working in factory
-15:38:50

(S) Craftsman:
Silversmithing
[section]
[also on 1A27
02:14:06-02:14:41]

15:38:54 7) 3-mast sailing ship, sailors climbing masts, schooners conducting
-15:39:47 target practice, ships, battleships on high sea toward camera
<some decomp>

(N) Roosevelt, Teddy
(1917) Biography Film -M[section]
[also on 1A27
02:14:45-02:15:38]
[also see 1S08
03:00:17-03:01:17]

15:39:50 8) “An Ingenious Mechanism Produces A Sheet Of Uniform
-15:41:02 Thickness And Weight.” - belt-driven gear on machine in
operation, workers putting roll on scale, CS pencil pointing out
reading on scale, fibers being wound on roll, looms in operation

(S) Industry: Cotton Master - R1
[section]
[also on 1A27
02:15:42-15:16:54]
[also on 1A26
20:04:43-20:05:55]

15:41:05 9) See America First - workers in Carnegie steel plant, “Tapping
(N) Industry: Steel -15:42:27 The Furnace”, “Multiple Punch”, “Assembling The Members,
Teens & 20s
Reaming And Rivet Holes And Riveting”, “Planing And Finishing”
[also on 1A27
(1914) [Mutual]
02:16:58-02:18:24]
[also see 1R04
04:20:31-04:22:33]
15:42:29 10) woman working at loom with sign: “Inspecting”
-15:42:58 (1910s)

(S) Working: Women
-3[also on 1A27
02:18:30-02:18:59]
[also on 1L01
01:01:12-01:01:42]

1500-2-2
15:43:00 1) group of people on beach with two men buried in sand up to their
-15:43:16 heads, people swimming in ocean, three people standing on windy

(N) Society: Pre 1916

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
beach with waves in background (ca. 1914)
1A25 -715:43:18 2) two men panning for gold in river - CSs man pouring contents of
(N) Mining: Gold -2-15:45:31 bucket into pan, picking out bits of gold from pan and putting them
[section]
into small bottle, river water from hand made trough splashing over
[also see 1X35
rocks, two men gathering sediment from trough, two men buying
09:00:08-09:00:57]
food in store, CS grocer and man putting cans of food into box,
CS men with shovels placing sediment in water filled trough, man
taking trough out of river, two men panning for gold in river (1932)
1500-8-1
15:45:32 1) woman wearing hat and holding purse and flier standing on
-15:47:56 platform with U. S, flag and buildings in background speaking
to crowd, people at rally in park with poster on wall: “Charlie
Chaplin in Sunnyside (1919), MCSs men on platforms speaking to
crowds, people looking at sign: “Industrial Power Will Bring
Workers What They Want - The One Big Union...”, men holding
up copies of newspaper: “The Rebel Worker”, MCS men listening
to speakers, African-American man in wheelchair

(N) Demonstration: Pre
1920
[silent]
[also on 1W06
12:15:23-12:16:50]

1500-4-1
15:47:59 1) various factory interiors - women working at machines, on
-15:55:08 assembly line [some images reversed] [some duplicate images]

(S) Working: Women
Sweatshops - 16mm
[also better and
not reversed
images partially
on 1L01
01:01:43-01:03:49]

1500-5-1
15:55:11 1) people entering Nickelodeon movie theatre
-15:55:29 (ca. 1913)

(S) Theatres: Movie
[silent]
[also on 1X43
21:06:25-21:06:38]
[also on 1X40
17:00:52-17:01:09]

